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Outline
•Short history of 

•vpython @MSUM
•computational physics @MSUM

•What is a Jupyter notebook?
•Examples of Jupyter notebooks
•Notebook widgets 

•simple
•more complicated

•Deploying Jupyter notebooks in the cloud
•Use conda environments!
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History: Computational Phys (CP)

•late 1990s-early 2000s
•Mathcad, 1-credit, all physical sciences

•mid-2000s-2010:  3 credits, Maple and IDL
•Math also adopted Maple for computer calculus 
•IDL because one faculty used it for research

•2012: Maple and Python
•2014 & 2015: Pure Python, mostly VIDLE
•2016:  Python/Atom/terminal
•2017: Python/Spyder
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Spyder
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https://youtu.be/zbvErzbnjtU


Problems (2011-12)
•Steep learning curve in CP
•Student (non)use of  computation in 
other courses

•“Good” day: students can graph function
•“Bad” day: they skip the computer problem 

because of effort required.

•Rudimentary use of computing in 
senior projects
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Solution: more computation

•Department adopted Matter and 
Interactions AY2012-13 

•More modern approach to physics
•Uses computation 
•Python also being adopted for research use
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VPython @ MSUM
•Fall 2012: “classic” vpython
•Fall 2013: conda-built vpython; also use 
anaconda for computational physics

•Fall 2014 & 2015: same
•Frequent issues:

•Installation on lab computers
•Confusion between IDLE and VIDLE
•Printing
•Submission of code
•Students rarely installed it 

•Fall 2016: glowscript.org
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VPython: student reaction

•Fall 2012: Reactions not printable 
•Fall 2013 & 2014: Students more 
receptive, instructors more experienced

•Fall 2015: some resistance, little 
enthusiasm

•Fall 2016: switch to glowscript.org
•“Can’t we do another glowscript lab this 

week?”
•“I love glowscript, it saved me several times”
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Teach them errors
•Week 1 sample program does this
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Teach them errors
•Week 1 sample program does this
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Please have students
•Write easier-to-read (“well punctuated”) 
code

•Spaces around 
•operators
•equal sign in assignment

•Space after comma
•Descriptive variable names

•Be clear, not clever
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Which one has an error?
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Why notebooks, ever?
•Mix of explanatory text and coding
•Provide easy-to-modify template
•Include or link to additional resources
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Why not notebooks, year 1?
General

•Jupyter install can be tricky 
•Multiple kernels, configuration paths

•Several steps to launch
•Need to save files locally…

•…then lose them,
•or have campus delete them,
•or forget to email them, or… 

•Demo: out-of-order execution
•Execute all (or re-execute)
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Why not notebooks, year 1?
vpython-jupyter

•Jupyter evolves very rapidly
•Notebooks first demoed Scipy 2014
•Jupyter announced summer 2015

•Not infrequent breakage because of 
Jupyter

•Better recently

•Occasional misbehavior if code is in 
several cells.
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Jupyter widgets
•Static plot

17Cosmology, Spring 2017



Jupyter widgets
•Added this code, got interactive slider:
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Jupyter widgets
•Another example:
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Jupyter widgets
•Cosmology notebook is at:  

https://github.com/mwcraig/jupyter-notebook-intro/ 

•More complicated widgets
•reducer, python package for calibrating 

(reducing) astronomical images
•reducer.readthedocs.io  
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reducer
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https://youtu.be/MQAdZNgRLVA


Jupyter widgets: resources 

•Install: package name is ipywidgets

•Tutorial video:  
https://youtu.be/eWzY2nGfkXk 

•Tutorial materials:  
https://github.com/mwcraig/scipy2017-jupyter-widgets-tutorial 

•Documentation:  
http://ipywidgets.readthedocs.io 
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widgets
•Where to get help (gitter.im): 
 
https://gitter.im/jupyter-widgets/Lobby 
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https://gitter.im/jupyter-widgets/Lobby


nbgrader
•Can use to distribute, collect, markup, 
and (maybe) auto-grade notebook cells.
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nbgrader
•Can use to distribute, collect, markup, 
and (maybe) auto-grade notebook cells.

•Run on your computer or a server
•Resources: 

•SciPy2017 talk by Jess Hamrick:  
https://youtu.be/5WUm0QuJdFw  

•Documentation: 
http://nbgrader.readthedocs.io/ 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WUm0QuJdFw&index=42&list=PLYx7XA2nY5GfdAFycPLBdUDOUtdQIVoMf
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http://nbgrader.readthedocs.io/


binder
•Binder: runs server in the cloud

•Set up github repository with 
•list of requirements
•notebooks
•any other files you want

•Go to beta.mybinder.org, fill in form
•Server created on the fly
•Persists for a few hours…
•…but not forever
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http://beta.mybinder.org


Binder: ±ives
•Positives

•No local setup
•Reliable for the last 3-4 months

•Now officially supported by Jupyter

•Can customize the installed packages
•Can download notebooks 

•Negatives
•It can fail, usually at the worst possible time
•Student work can be lost
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Another drawback
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Binder example
•Try vpython:  
 
https://goo.gl/m36eWz  

•Try observational astro:  
 
https://goo.gl/RG4uLg 
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binder
•where to get help: on gitter.im: 
 
https://gitter.im/binder-project/binder
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https://gitter.im/binder-project/binder


tmpnb.org
•Creates short-term server in cloud
•short-term means after ONE minute of 
inactivity the server dies

•Useful for quickly viewing a notebook 
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http://tmpnb.org


tmpnb ±ives
•Positives:

•Always works
•Can upload your own notebooks

•only to the temporary workspace

•Negatives:
•Time limit of a few minutes
•Very limited 

•upload space
•memory
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Coming soon: Jupyter Lab
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https://youtu.be/sf8PuLcijuA


Jupyter Lab links
•Project home:  

https://jupyterlab-tutorial.readthedocs.io/ 
•Screencast on which video here was 
based:  
https://youtu.be/sf8PuLcijuA

•Short talk about Jupyter Lab:  
https://youtu.be/X8zPuBu22Y4?t=44m30s 

•Longer talk about JupyterLab:  
https://youtu.be/dSjvK-Z3o3U 
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https://jupyterlab-tutorial.readthedocs.io/
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environment 
•A Python environment is a workspace 
separate from your main Python install.
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Conclusion
•Expect rapid evolution of

•Jupyter
•Internals of interface between vpython and 

Jupyter 
•The “best” option for post-freshman work

•Jupyter notebooks are here to stay
•anaconda is the Python distribution to 
use
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Recommendations
•glowscript.org as introduction
•Use anaconda or miniconda
• Python 3
•vpython in 

•Spyder, or 
•VIDLE/terminal, 
•or atom/terminal

•Jupyter notebook for more advanced 
work
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Slides, lists of resources
•https://github.com/mwcraig/aapt-2017

•aka: goo.gl/nVbrme 
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